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Make a Mosque or Minaret
What you need
•

long and 1 x 20-cm long
3 cardboard cylinders—2 x 15-cm

•

rd
Stiff white A4 sheets of cardboa

•

Margarine container lid (washed)

•

Three white foam balls

•

Glue

•

White and gold paint.

What to do

The Life of Mohammed
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Islamic Art and Architecture

art and architecture—including
Study beautiful Islamic designs from
s, research
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Art and Craft Activities

open cylinder towers.

gold.
5. Paint the minaret white and
s for this
minaret and student instruction
For a blackline illustration of the
craft activity, download the
vity sheet from
Make a Mosque or Minaret acti
the Teacher Toolkit.

Eid Feast

The Five Pillars of Islam

•

the
4. Sit the foam balls on top of

a long
ul-Fitr as it celebrates the end of
Food is an important part of Eid
king
s feast to celebrate Eid. Assign coo
period of fasting. Prepare a clas
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Students are
activities to groups in the class.
ing
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the
for
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g them into
following and then make and brin
of Eid:
Coloured eggs

•

• Kingfisher Knowledge: Wonders of the
World (p 205)

•

s sprinkled with cinnamon
Milk pudding with pistachio nut

•

Tabouli

•

Flat breads or Lebanese bread

•

es
Sugared almonds and candied dat

• Illustrated Stories from Around the
World (p 206)

•

Baklava.

• Global Village Craft Paper (p 206)

Zakat-ul-Fidr
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An important part of Ramadan
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The Timing of Ramadan
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Islam—a World Religion

n of many
which is the official state religio
Muslims are followers of Islam,
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n
Islam the second largest religio
are practising Muslims, making
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owe
approximately 1.6 billion foll
world after Christianity. There are
the world include:
Muslim regions and countries of
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• The Middle East—Saudi Ara
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Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Bah
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Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekis
• Afghanistan, Turkmenistan,
•
•
•
•

the
ric Design blackline master from
Download the Moroccan Geomet
ur in.
Teacher Toolkit for students to colo
Toolkit. Ask
activity sheet from the Teacher
Download the Prayer Mat Craft
.
yer mats as a sewing/craft activity
students to make their own pra

Resources available
in the 2012 School
Essentials catalogue

Pakistan and northern India

eria, Tunisia, Libya, Yemen
North Africa—Egypt, Morocco, Alg
iopia, Somalia
Nigeria, Niger, parts of Sudan, Eth
, Bosnia, parts of Russia
Southern Europe—Albania, Turkey

parts of China.
Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei and
r Toolkit.
blackline master from the Teache
Download the Map of the World
nations and regions.
Ask students to colour in Islamic

•

• Festival Fun (p 206)
• Around the World Paper Collection (p 227)
• Travel Through Time Complete
Collection (p 207)
• Mineral Mosaics Poster & Art (p 220)
• Spectrum Mosaics (p 223)
• Petit Pattern Mosaics (p 223)
• Gaudi Mosaics (p 223)
• Double Colour Mosaic Squares (p 224)
• Big Box of Art Supplies (p 221)

FREE Teacher Toolkit
Resources available at

www.scholastic.co.nz/schools/
bookclub
• Moroccan Geometric Design blackline master
• Prayer Mat Craft activity sheet
• Make a Mosque or Minaret activity sheet
• Map of the World blackline master
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